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Two original Zagreb indices, denoted M1 and M2, and introduced in
1972, were symmetry-modified by summing up only degrees (SMM1)
or edge-weights (SMM2) of symmetry nonequivalent vertices or
edges of graphs. Their dependence on the structural features and
symmetry of molecular graphs is studied. They were also compared
to eight other complexity indices (RCI, TC, TC1, BT, BI, twc, wcx)
on nine graphs (A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I) with five vertices that
were earlier studied by several research groups. The TC, TC1 and
Nt produce exactly the same complexity ordering of nine graphs
(I > H > G > F > E > D > C > B > A). The ordering produced by M1
is different from this ordering in that it cannot discriminate E and
F, and C and D. Likewise, M2 and twc produce exactly the same ordering and the latter ordering differs from the former only in the
reverse order of E and F. Orderings produced by SMM1 and SMM2
differ considerably from orderings given by TC, TC1 and Nt or M2
and twc.
Key words: complexity indices, molecular graphs, saturated hydrocarbons, Zagreb indices.
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In this note we discuss the use of the so-called Zagreb indices1–4 and their
novel variants as complexity indices. The research we report was stimulated by the paper of Bertz and Wright4 in which they pointed out that the
Zagreb M1 index has the characteristics of a complexity index.
In the early work of the Zagreb Mathematical Chemistry Group on the
topological basis of the p-electron energy, two terms appeared in the approximate formula for the total p-energy of conjugated molecules,5,6 which were
later used separately as topological indices in QSPR/QSAR studies.2,3,7–9
The original Zagreb indices (also referred to as the Zagreb Group parameters) are defined as follows:

å d (i)2

(1)

å d (i) d ( j )

(2)

M1 =

i

M2 =

edges

where d(i) is the degree of the vertex i and d(i) d( j ) is the weight of the edge
i-j.
Since many authors who derive and use molecular complexity indices
employ concepts and terminology of (chemical) graph theory10,11 in their
work, we do the same. Graphs are generated from molecules by replacing
atoms with vertices and bonds with edges. We consider only saturated hydrocarbons and the corresponding graphs depicting their carbon skeletons.
The M1 index can be also computed by means of the line graph10,11 of a
graph:12 The M1 index of a graph G equals twice the number of vertices and
edges of a corresponding line graph L:
M1 = 2 [V(L) + E(L)]

(3)

where V is the number of vertices and E is the number of edges in L. Bonchev13 found that the M1 index is also related to the number of self-returning walks14 of four steps (4SRW):
M1 = (4SRW + 2 E)/2.

(4)

The consequence of this relationship is the following result: The M1 index
produces exactly the same ordering of isomeric molecules as the one produced by 4SRW.
The M1 and M2 indices can be given in a closed form for homologous structures. Here we give analytical formulas for n-alkanes and cycloalkanes:
(i) n-alkanes
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M1 = 4 (n – 2) + 2

(5)

M2 = 4 (n – 2) for n > 2

(6)

M1 = M2 = 4 n

(7)

(ii) cycloalkanes:

where n is the number of vertices in a cycloalkane.
Most authors agree that the complexity of saturated hydrocarbons increases with increasing size, increasing branching15 (of acyclics) and cyclicity16 (of cycle-containing graphs) and with decreasing symmetry. However,
the relationship between complexity and symmetry is not quite simple. There are reports in the literature, even philosophical,17 pointing out that complexity and symmetry are two parallel characteristics of a molecular structure with only a slight influence on each other.
We first studied the dependence of the Zagreb indices M1 and M2 on structural features in a hierarchical order (size, branching, cyclicity) and symmetry of molecular graphs representing selected hydrocarbons. The results can
be summarized as follows: (i) Zagreb indices increase with size, that is, M1
and M2 indices increase with increasing number of vertices and edges. In
the case of n-alkanes and cycloalkanes, this is directly seen from formulas
(4) and (5); (ii) Zagreb indices increase with branching, that is, M1 and M2
indices increase with the appearance of vertices of degree three or higher.
For example, the values of M1 and M2 indices for n-hexane (M1 = 18, M2 = 16)
are smaller than those for 3-methylpentane (M1 = 20, M2 = 19); (iii) Zagreb
indices increase with cyclicity, that is, M1 and M2 indices increase with increasing number of cycles, since more and more vertices of degree three (or
higher) appear in bi-, tri-,..., cycles. For example, the values of M1 and M2
indices for cyclohexane (M1 = M2 = 24) are smaller than those for bicyclo
[2.2.0]hexane (M1 = 34, M2 = 41); (iv) Zagreb indices are not directly affected
by symmetry. A good example to illustrate this point is comparison between
3,6,9-trimethylundecane (M1 = 56; M2 = 57) and 3,6,8-trimethylundecane
(M1 = 56; M2 = 57). This result has prompted us to devise symmetry-modified M1 and M2 indices.
We symmetry-modified M1 and M2 indices by summing up only the degrees (edge-weights) of the symmetry nonequivalent vertices (edges). In doing this, we followed a recent suggestion by Randi}18 and Rücker and Rücker.19 Of course, there are other possibilities open for the symmetry-adjustment of complexity indices, e.g. Ref. 20.
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We denote symmetry-modified M1 and M2 indices by SMM1 and SMM2.
Computation of SMM1 and SMM2 indices is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Computation of the symmetry-modified Zagreb SMM1 and SMM2 complexity indices for the bicyclo[2.1.0]pentane graph.

The SMM1 and SMM2 indices are closely related to the parent M1 and
M2 indices for n-alkanes:

{

M1 2

n = even

SMM1 =

(8)
(M1 2) + 2

SMM 2 =

{

(M 2 2) + 2

n = odd
n = even
(9)

M2 2

n = odd.

It may be noted that SMM1 (n-alkane) = SMM1 (n+1-alkane) for n = odd
and n ³ 3 and SMM2 (n-alkane) = SMM2 (n+1-alkane) for n = even and n ³ 4.
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We also studied the dependence of SMM1 and SMM2 indices on the structural features of saturated hydrocarbons. The following results were obtained: (i) The SMM1 and SMM2 indices increase with size in groups of two in
the case of n-alkanes, as can be seen from the above formulas. For cycloalkanes, the SMM1 and SMM2 indices are the same for any member of the series and are equal to four. This limits their usefulness as complexity indices
for this class of structures; (ii) The symmetry-modified Zagreb indices are
sensitive to branching, but show no trends: They may increase or decrease
with branching. For example, 2-methylpentane has higher values of the SMM1
and SMM2 indices (19, 15) than n-hexane (9, 10) and more branched 2,3dimethylbutane (10, 12); (iii) The symmetry-modified Zagreb indices increase with cyclicity. In comparing cyclohexane and bicyclo [ 2.2.1]hexane,
one sees that the SMM1 and SMM2 indices are larger for bicyclic structures
(SMM1 = 13, SMM2 = 19) than for similar monocyclic structures (SMM1 =
SMM2 = 4). However, comparison between the members in the series bicyclo[2.2.0]hexane,tricyclo[2.2.0.0]octane, tetracyclo[2.2.0.0.0]decane, pentacyclo[2.2.0.0.0.0]dodecane, etc., shows that again the SMM1 and SMM2 indices
increase with size in groups of two. Thus, SMM1 = 13 and SMM2 = 19 for
both bicyclo [2.2.0]hexane and tricyclo [2.2.0.0]octane and SMM1 = 22 and
SMM2 = 37 for both tetracyclo [2.2.0.0.0]decane and pentacyclo [2.2.0.0.0.0]octane; (iv) The values of symmetry-modified indices decrease with increasing symmetry of the system. This is so because the number of symmetry nonequivalent vertices and edges decrease with increasing symmetry. For
example, the SMM1 and SMM2 indices for 3-methylpentane (15, 11) are
smaller than these indices for less symmetric 2-methylpentane (17, 15).
A question that immediately arises is whether symmetry should dominate all other structural features of a molecule in designating complexity indices. There is disagreement between authors concerning this question.
Some (e.g., Bertz4,21,22) think that structural features should dominate symmetry, but symmetry must be included in the definition of the complexity index. Others (e.g., Randi}18) support the view that in designing an index of
molecular complexity, symmetry should have an important contribution. Some (e.g., Mainzer17) think that structural features and symmetry influence
each other only to a certain degree. Finally, there is a fourth group (e.g.,
Bonchev,23 Bertz and Sommer24) who design complexity indices free of the
direct influence of symmetry. Our standpoint is that the complexity index
should depend on symmetry, but symmetry should not dominate other structural features of a molecule.
To compare the original and symmetry-modified Zagreb complexity indices with other complexity indices that were recently proposed, we use the
set of nine graphs with five vertices that were studied first by Bonchev23
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and then by Randi}18 and Rücker and Rücker.19 These graphs are shown in
Figure 2 and a variety of their complexity indices is reported in Table I.

Figure 2. Nine simple graphs with five vertices.

TABLE I

Nine simple graphs from Figure 2 and some of their complexity indices
Graph
*
label M1
A
14
B
16
C
20
D
20
E
22
F
22
G
24
H
26
I
30
*

#

M2 SMM1 SMM2
12
9
6
14
15
11
16
17
4
20
4
4
24
18
18
23
18
13
27
14
18
28
21
16
37
17
25

Complexity index
RCI
TC TC1
BT
11.4
60
40 18.47
16.1
76
50 15.22
9.8 100
64
9.71
5.0 160 110 10.00
19.6 172 112 14.86
19.9 190 126 13.61
15.6 212 136 13.61
16.8 230 146 10.00
18.8 482 310
9.71

BI
7.51
14.00
15.51
11.61
27.02
27.02
33.30
42.00
49.06

Nt
15
17
20
26
27
29
31
33
54

twc
44
53
70
75
93
89
107
116
150

wcx
28.0
44.0
32.5
15.0
71.5
69.5
66.0
74.5
89.5

Labels correspond to graphs in Figure 2

#M

5,6 SMM , SMM = symmetry-modified Zagreb indices; RCI =
1, M2 = original Zagreb indices;
1
2
Randi} complexity index;18 TC, TC1 = Bonchev complexity indices;23 BT = Bonchev-Trinajsti}
index;25 BI = Bertz index;4,21,22 Nt = total number of connected subgraphs;23,24 twc = total walk
count;19 wcx = walk complexity19
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In Table I we report the following complexity indices: the original (M1,
M2) and symmetry-modified (SMM1, SMM2) Zagreb complexity indices, the
Randi} complexity index (RCI),18 the Bonchev topological indices (TC,
TC1),23 the Bonchev-Trinajsti} index based on graph-theoretical distances
(BT),25 the Bertz index (BI),4,21,22 the total number of connected subgraphs,23,24 the total walk count (twc),19 and the symmetry-modified twc called
the walk complexity (wcx).19 The values of indices reported in Table I have
been either computed by us or when available taken from the literature. In
Table II we list the ordering of graphs from Figure 2 given by each complexity index from Table I.

TABLE II

Ordering of graphs from Figure 2 by complexity indices from Table I.
Asterisks denote symmetry-independent indices.
Complexity
Complexity ordering from
index
*
M1
I > H > G > F
*
M2
I > H > G > E
SMM1
H > F = E > I
SMM2
I > G = E > H
RCI
F > E > I > H
*
TC
I > H > G > F
*
TC1
I > H > G > F
-BT
I = C > H = D
BI
I > H > G > F
*
Nt
I > H > G > F
*
twc
I > H > G > E
wcx
I > H > E > F

the most to the least complex graph
=
>
=
>
>
>
>
>
=
>
>
>

E
F
C
F
B
E
E
G
E
E
F
G

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
=
>
>
>
>

D
D
B
B
G
D
D
F
C
D
D
B

=
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

C
C
G
A
A
C
C
E
B
C
C
C

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

B
B
A
D
C
B
B
B
D
B
B
A

>
>
>
=
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

A
A
D
C
D
A
A
A
A
A
A
D

One can observe that the six rather diverse symmetry-independent complexity indices (M1, M2, TC, TC1, Nt, twc) order nine graphs from Figure 1,
starting with the most complex graph and ending with the least complex
graph: I(6) > H(5) > G(5) > F(4) > E(4) > D(6) > C(6) > B(6) > A(6). Numerals
in parentheses correspond to the number of times each structure was placed
in the given position. For example, the numeral at I means that all six symmetry-independent complexity indices consider this graph to be the most
complex one of the nine considered graphs.
In the case of symmetry-dependent complexity indices, there is no ordering supported by the majority of indices. Almost every index produces its
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own ordering, which differs from the others. However, one symmetry-dependent complexity index (the BT index) gives the ordering of nine graphs that
is roughly reverse to the ordering of other complexity indices. One might
say that the BT index produces a kind of simplicity ordering of nine graphs
by having the largest value for the simplest graph (A) out of the nine. But,
it places last graphs C and I, both possessing the same value of the BT index. This does not agree with the rule that the cyclic structures are more
complex than acyclic structures:22,26 Graph C is certainly simpler than I.
The BT ordering given in Table II is based on the –BT values. This is done
to conform the BT ordering with orderings of other indices.
If we compare closely related symmetry-independent and symmetry-dependent complexity indices such as M1 and SMM1, M2 and SMM2, twc and
wcx, the orderings they produce are different: M1 and SMM1 do not predict
a single common placement, M2 and SMM2 predict only the common placements of I and F, and twc and wcx predict I and H as the most complex
graphs out of the nine graphs considered and place I, H and C in the same
position in their respective orderings. A problem with the symmetry-dependent complexity indices is that there is no unique way to introduce the influence of symmetry on the index. Of course, the ambiguity in ordering
structures according to their complexity (or simplicity) could be resolved if
there were a physical or a chemical property of molecules which could serve
as a measure of molecular complexity. Unfortunately, no such property is
known yet.27
Following the rules28 set by Bertz,4,22,29 Bonchev25,26,30–33 and others19,34
for hierarchical ordering of complex structures, the nine graphs from Figure
1 can be ordered as I > H > G > F > E > D > C > B > A. None of the six rules
given in Ref. 28 allows the conclusion F > E. However, we ordered these two
graphs in this way following the suggestion23,24 that a more complex graph
has a greater number of connected subgraphs. The ordering of F and E really determines the balance between the influence of cycles (3- vs. 4-membered cycle) and side chains on their complexity. Thus it is by no means unreasonable to reverse these two graphs. Out of the 12 complexity indices
reported in Table I, only TC, TC1 and Nt produce orderings that entirely
agree with the above ordering of the nine graphs. Out of the four Zagreb
complexity indices, the ordering that the M2 index produces is the closest to
the above ordering except that the positions of E and F are reversed. The
same ordering as by M2 was also achieved by the twc index. The ordering
produced by M1 index is also close to the above ordering except that it gives
F = E and D = C instead of F > E and D > C.
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and Dissimilarity in Posets, J. Math. Chem. 18 (1995) 321–348)] which may be
used to deal quantitatively with such 'scalable' posets, and such could be applied
in the present circumstance of 'complexity'. Anyway, for the present case the 9
representative graphs (A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I) end up being partially ordered in
consonance with the Hasse diagram (see Scheme 1).

Scheme 1
This diagram is such that in following downward along a path, say from species X
to species Y, every one of the indices of the set S has a greater value for X than for
Y (i.e., if X ³S Y). Moreover, two species X and Y are directly connected by an edge
downward from X to Y if and only if no third species may be placed (by this partial
ordering) between X and Y. Evidently this diagram neatly presents in a pictorial
fashion some relevant part of the detail recorded in Table II, and one quickly sees
that the different indices of S all agree on the ordering of I ³S D ³S C ³S B ³S A
while the remaining species H, G, E, F always occur between I and D. Generally,
one can ask (and perhaps answer) questions about this partial ordering in terms
of such a (graph-like) Hasse diagram. For instance, it can be deduced that a set S’
of just 3 numerical indices (in place of the set S of 6 indices) can be sufficient to induce the same Hasse diagram (or partial ordering) on the considered species.
One may of course follow the same approach for the set T of six symmetry-attentive graph invariants,
T = {SMM1, SMM2, RCI, – BT, BI, wcx}
where we have used – BT instead of BT, so that it gives a closer degree of 'agreement' with the other invariants of this set. Then there is a partial ordering £T of
graphs, and the resultant Hasse diagram is in Scheme 2.
Clearly this is a less 'stringent' partial ordering than the first, and in agreement
with the authors I think that the first set S leads to a better accordance with what
might be called 'complexity'. The idea of 'stringency' here may be given a quanti-
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Sheme 2
tative measure by considering the fraction f of pairs of graphs which turn out to be
comparable under a given partial ordering (£S or £T). Then
f (£S) = 32/36 = 8/9 = 0.89
and
f (£T) = 15/36 = 5/12 = 0.42.
That is, £S is much more nearly totally ordered (for which f would =1) than is £T.
Anyway, there are a number of different things that can be rather readily done,
and I do think that »complexity« is partially ordered.
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31.
32.

33.
34.
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partial orderings is scheduled to appear in volume 42 of Communications in Mathematical and in Computer Chemistry (Match), to include a prolegomenon identifying well over 100 earlier relevant posetic references.«
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SA@ETAK
O zagreba~kim indeksima kao indeksima slo`enosti
Sonja Nikoli}, Iva Marija Toli}, Nenad Trinajsti} i Ivo Bau~i}
Dva izvorna tzv. zagreba~ka indeksa, ozna~ena kao M1 i M2, uvedena 1972. godine, simetrijski su modificirana tako da su uzete u obzir jedino valencije vrhova
(SMM1) ili te`ine bridova (SMM2) simetrijski ne-ekvivalentnih vrhova ili bridova
grafa. Prou~avana je njihova ovisnost o strukturnim odlikama i simetriji izabranih
molekularnih grafova. Svi zagreba~ki indeksi ovise o strukturnim zna~ajkama grafova, a indeksi SMM1 i SMM2 i o simetriji. Ta ~etiri zagreba~ka indeksa uspore|ena
su s osam indeksa iz literature, i to na skupu od devet jednostavnih grafova s pet
vrhova, koje su razmatrale i druge istra`iva~ke skupine iz svijeta. Svaki razmatrani
indeks dao je svoj poredak ovih grafova prema njihovoj slo`enosti. Samo tri indeksa
iz literature daju potpuno identi~an poredak razmatranih grafova. Poredak koji daje
indeks M2 podudara se s njima osim u redoslijedu dvaju grafova, poredak koji daje
indeks M1 podudara se s njima u slu~aju 7 grafova, dok se poretci koje daju SMM1 i
SMM2 dosta razlikuju.

